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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
---------------------------------------------------------------x
GRUNER + JAHR PRINTING AND  :
PUBLISHING COMPANY, : COMPLAINT

:
: Index No:

Plaintiff, :
:

-against- :
:

ROSIE O'DONNELL and :
LUCKY CHARMS ENTERTAINMENT, INC., :

:
Defendants. :

---------------------------------------------------------------x

Plaintiff Gruner + Jahr Printing and Publishing Co. ("G+J"), by its undersigned

counsel, for its Complaint herein, avers as follows, with knowledge of its own actions and

upon information and belief regarding all other matters:

INTRODUCTION

1. This action arises from breaches by defendants Rosie O'Donnell

("O'Donnell") and Lucky Charms Entertainment, Inc. ("Lucky Charms") of contracts

entered into between defendants and G+J, and from breaches by these defendants of their

duties of good faith and fair dealing and of fiduciary duty, all in connection with a joint

venture involving the magazine "Rosie."

2. As is set forth in greater detail below, in November 2000, plaintiff and

defendants entered into the first of a series of interrelated agreements, the objective of

which was to publish a new version of McCall's magazine -- originally to be called "Rosie's

McCall's" and later, by mutual agreement, simply "Rosie" (hereinafter, the "Magazine") --

intended by the parties to be an upscale, celebrity-driven women's magazine, which would

blend O'Donnell's celebrity “brand” with McCall's core coverage of beauty, fashion, food
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and health.

3. Pursuant to these agreements, G+J contributed millions of dollars of assets,

including the right to use certain McCall's resources, and continued to invest substantial

assets in the joint venture after its formation.

4. The agreements set forth the obligations and duties of each party with

respect to the publication of the Magazine.  The parties agreed that O'Donnell would hold

the position of Editorial Director, having “control over the editorial process and editorial

staff,” but subject at all times to "the veto of the Chief Executive Officer of G+J,” who was

authorized to do all things “reasonably necessary for the performance of the Company’s

day-to-day-operations, including . . . hiring and terminating company personnel,” and to

the condition that O'Donnell would relinquish editorial control of each issue of the

Magazine one week prior to its close.

5. O'Donnell had no experience in the magazine industry, as she acknowledged

privately and publicly on numerous occasions.  Yet G+J went to great lengths to ensure

that O’Donnell personally reviewed and approved in concept each story and cover

appearing in or on each issue of Rosie. 

6. From the inception of the Magazine until early summer 2002, O’Donnell

generally was content to leave major editorial and business decisions and day-to-day

operations relating to the Magazine to experienced G+J magazine executives, while

providing general guidance to ensure that the tone and content of the Magazine reflected her

celebrity persona.

7. All of this changed drastically beginning in July 2002, when O'Donnell,

having recently terminated her daytime television talk show, began to transform her public
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persona from the warm, fun-loving “Queen of Nice” to a self-proclaimed “uber bitch,” and

to behave erratically and in defiance of her contractual commitments to G+J. O’Donnell’s

bizarre and ofttimes mean-spirited behavior soon had the effect of making it difficult, and

ultimately impossible, for G+J to continue publishing the Magazine.

8. O’Donnell’s wrongful actions, which began in or about July 2002, and

continued through September 18, 2002, when she quit the Magazine without any legal or

other justification, and thereafter, have included: (i) Relentless attempts to fire or cause the

firing of the Editor-in-Chief (who had been hired with O'Donnell's specific consent);

(ii) efforts to usurp the duties, undermine the authority, and countermand the assignments

of the Editor-in-Chief, and to exercise unfettered control over the content and appearance

of the Magazine, despite O’Donnell’s acknowledged lack of experience in publishing

magazines and her infrequent appearances at the Magazine’s offices; (iii) numerous public

statements and profanity-laced diatribes disparaging G+J, its people, and the Magazine

itself; (iv) threats to withhold cooperation, cancel certain issues or shut the Magazine down

entirely if G+J did not accede to her demands; (v) late withdrawal of previously approved

articles, causing substantial production problems; (vi) demands that a group of outsiders,

including O’Donnell’s friends, relatives and publicists, be permitted to attend senior

editorial meetings, and that a triumvirate drawn from that group be allowed to make non-

delegable editorial decisions for her; and (vii) attempts to change the Magazine's contents

during the one-week period prior to the close of an issue. 

9. Through the summer of 2002, O'Donnell and her entourage became

increasingly abusive and insulting to Magazine management and staff, haranguing them and

making it clear on numerous occasions that O’Donnell would “walk” and “take down” the
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Magazine and G+J unless she was given her way on all disputed issues and gained absolute

control.

10. O'Donnell's efforts to sabotage the Magazine unless G+J capitulated to her

bizarre and increasingly intemperate demands culminated on September 18, 2002, when

O'Donnell, by written notice, and after repeated threats to do so, unilaterally terminated

the Joint Venture Agreement, quit her position as Editorial Director, and just walked away

from the Magazine and its more than 150 employees.

11. As is set out below, O'Donnell's actions constitute a breach of contract, a

breach of defendants’ obligation to deal fairly and in good faith with G+J, and a breach of

defendants’ fiduciary duties to G+J.

12. Defendants’ wrongful actions have caused or will cause G+J to sustain in

excess of one hundred million dollars in damages: Among other things, G+J has lost

millions of dollars that it contributed to the Magazine and, in addition, has lost the

opportunity to make millions of dollars in profits by virtue of the publication of the

Magazine which, at the time it was torpedoed by O'Donnell, was selling more than 3

million copies and generating approximately $6 million in revenue per month and was

substantially on track with a business plan to which the parties had agreed.  Defendants’

actions have in addition caused G+J to incur the obligation to refund as much as $42 million

in prepaid subscription fees, and ultimately will cause an estimated 150 G+J and Rosie

Magazine employees to lose their jobs.  Those actions also will affect certain charities to

which O’Donnell claimed to have promised to donate a share of her profits from the joint

venture.
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PARTIES

13. Plaintiff G+J is a Delaware partnership having its principal place of

business at 375 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10017.  (All references herein to “G+J”

include its Division, G+J USA Publishing (“G+J USA”).)

14. Defendant O'Donnell is a resident of the State of New York.

15. Defendant Lucky Charms is a California corporation having its principal

place of business in New Jersey.  Lucky Charms is wholly owned by O'Donnell, and is the

owner of the trademarks "ROSIE O'DONNELL" and "ROSIE".

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

16. On or about November 16, 2000, Lucky Charms, on behalf of O'Donnell,

and G+J entered into the Joint Venture Publishing Agreement (the "Joint Venture

Agreement"), which sets forth the terms and conditions pursuant to which the parties

agreed to publish the Magazine.   The Joint Venture Agreement was executed in New York

and its terms are to be construed and governed by the laws of New York.   The Magazine

was published and managed in New York, and many of the activities that form the basis of

this Complaint occurred in New York.

17. Jurisdiction is proper in New York pursuant to CPLR §§ 301 and 302.

18. Venue is proper pursuant to CPLR §§ 503(a) and (c) because plaintiff's

principal place of business is in New York County.

BACKGROUND FACTS

19. As originally conceived, the Magazine was intended by the parties to blend

O'Donnell's celebrity persona with McCall's core coverage of beauty, fashion, food and
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health.

20. The Joint Venture Agreement sets forth certain terms under which the

parties agreed to operate the Magazine.  O'Donnell was to hold the position of Editorial

Director and was given control over the editorial process and editorial staff of the

Magazine.  But her authority was restricted in several material respects. 

21. The Joint Venture Agreement envisioned a series of checks and balances

between the parties so that O’Donnell, on the one hand, could ensure that the Magazine

adequately reflected her “brand”, and G+J USA, the party with the publishing experience

and background, could ensure the commercial viability of the Magazine, including, without

limitation, the ability to publish editorial content consistent with commercial success. 

22. Accordingly, the Joint Venture Agreement provided that the business and

financial management of the Magazine was to rest solely with G+J, and that O’Donnell’s

editorial control was at all times subject to the veto of Daniel B. Brewster, Jr., the CEO of

G+J USA (“Brewster”).  It further provided that O'Donnell would relinquish editorial

control of the Magazine for the one-week period prior to the editorial close of each issue,

and that she and Brewster would jointly agree on the hiring of the Magazine's Editor and

senior staff. 

23. The Joint Venture Agreement did not give O'Donnell the power or authority

to fire Magazine employees.

24. G+J and Lucky Charms entered into two additional agreements pertaining to

the Magazine: the G+J McCall's LLC Limited Liability Company Agreement (the "LLC

Agreement"), which defined the terms and conditions under which the LLC would operate

the Magazine business; and an Equity Interest Pledge Agreement between Lucky Charms,
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on behalf of O’Donnell, and G+J.  These three interrelated agreements, under which the

parties established a relationship of trust and assumed fiduciary obligations to each other,

are sometimes collectively referred to herein as the “Agreements”.

25. Pursuant to the LLC Agreement, Brewster was given the power to do all

things "reasonably necessary for the performance of the Company's day-to-day

operations, including .  .  . hiring and terminating company personnel."

26. The parties intended that as the Editorial Director of the Magazine,

O'Donnell would help shape the tone and content of the Magazine to reflect her celebrity

persona.  G+J respected O'Donnell's position as Editorial Director and encouraged her to

participate in the branding of the Magazine, and O’Donnell has acknowledged that she

approved of “everything that went in that [M]agazine” and “read every article and looked

at every single thing .  .  .”

27. O'Donnell herself conceded on numerous occasions that she had little or no

background in magazine publishing and did “not know anything about magazines." It was

intended and understood by the parties that while O'Donnell would play a key role with

regard to the tone and content of the Magazine to convey her public appeal, she did not

want, and would not have, hands-on responsibility or authority for managing all aspects of

the Magazine.  Nor would she have final or unfettered control over the Magazine's

operations or editorial content. 

28. As the parties began to implement their venture, one of the first tasks was

to hire an Editor-in-Chief to run the day-to-day aspects of the Magazine, including making

editorial decisions and assigning staff.

29. O'Donnell left the choice of Editor-in-Chief to G+J.  In November 2000,
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with O'Donnell's consent, G+J announced the hiring of Cathy Cavender ("Cavender") as

Editor-in-Chief.  

30. For her part, O'Donnell visited the Magazine's offices only irregularly,

generally not more than four or five days a month, and for only a few hours at a time.  As

the parties had contemplated, the day-to-day management of the Magazine was left to the

Editor-in-Chief and other senior staff.

31. The Magazine was launched in May 2001 with a one-year subscription rate

of $18, and newsstand sales averaging 700,000 for the first two issues.

32. Over the next year, however, sales slowed significantly.  By mid-2002,

newsstand sales had declined to slightly in excess of 300,000 copies per issue and the

Magazine was forced to reduce its annual subscription rate to $13. 

33. Because of the steady decline in sales, the reduction in the subscription

price, and its belief that the then current Editor-in-Chief would not be able to reinvigorate

the Magazine, G+J concluded, and O'Donnell and her business advisors agreed, that it was

imperative to hire a new Editor-in-Chief.

34. G+J and O'Donnell discussed the replacement of Cavender and the

possibility of hiring Susan Toepfer (“Toepfer”), the Deputy Managing Editor of People

magazine, as the new Editor-in-Chief.

35. O'Donnell personally interviewed Toepfer, reviewed a "prospectus"

Toepfer had prepared in which she proposed how more effectively to communicate the

"Rosie" brand to the Magazine's readers, and discussed the hiring of Toepfer with Cindy

Spengler ("Spengler"), the Chief Marketing Officer of G+J USA.

36. O'Donnell confessed that given her lack of experience in the magazine
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industry, she did not know whether the drop in sales was attributable to Cavender, whom

O'Donnell found to be likeable and competent, "but not inspired."  In contrast, O’Donnell

described Toepfer as the “Michael Jordan” of magazine publishing.

37. O’Donnell agreed to replace Cavender with Toepfer, provided that the

matter were handled in a way that would not expose O’Donnell to adverse publicity. 

Writing to Spengler, O’Donnell declared, “if you are sure this is the woman [Toepfer] –

then hire her…. Just email me with your decision – so I can stay out of it."

38. Toepfer was hired as Rosie’s new Editor-in-Chief in July, and began work at

the Magazine on July 8, 2002.

39. But Toepfer's hiring, with O'Donnell's express consent, proved to be the

beginning of the end of the Magazine.  For reasons that may never be fully known or

understood, O'Donnell concluded, within 3 days of Toepfer’s arrival, that Toepfer should

not have been hired and instantly became hostile and verbally abusive to Toepfer. 

40. One of the many examples of O'Donnell's inappropriate, unprofessional and

inexplicable behavior toward Toepfer occurred during a July 10, 2002 discussion about the

upcoming Magazine cover, which, ironically, had been prepared prior to Toepfer’s arrival. 

As had been the case with many previous Rosie issues, O'Donnell was slated to appear on

the cover, this time posing with the "Women of the Sopranos."  O'Donnell screamed at

Toepfer, refused to agree to be on the cover (ostensibly because O’Donnell did not want to

be in the center of the photograph, and later because it supposedly made her look “fat”),

and claimed that Toepfer somehow should have known that she no longer wanted to

appear on any covers of Rosie.

41. In an e-mail sent that same day, O'Donnell apologized to Toepfer for her
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outbursts.

42. The very next day, July 11, 2002, O'Donnell called Spengler to demand that

Toepfer be fired.

43. Although Brewster had the right to veto O'Donnell's cover choice, he

acceded to O'Donnell's wishes with respect to the Sopranos cover after O'Donnell's

publicist told him that she feared O'Donnell would "lose it" and "just walk" if not given her

way.  This was not the first time (nor would it be the last time) that G+J executives and

senior editors acceded to O’Donnell’s demands, even though they disagreed with her as a

matter of business and professional judgment.  (Indeed, Brewster exercised his veto right on

only one occasion over two years.)  G+J decided to placate O’Donnell to maintain a

semblance of harmony and avoid the long-term damage to the Magazine that inevitably

would have resulted if O’Donnell were to carry out her oft-repeated threat to withdraw

from the venture altogether.

44. On July 13, 2002, O'Donnell submitted her proposed editor's letter for

publication in the October issue.  In her letter, O'Donnell wrote that, with her agreement,

Toepfer had been fired, and that the previous editor, Cavender, had been rehired.  Apart

from being false, the letter was rambling, crude, and disrespectful of G+J and its

employees.  In it, O'Donnell described G+J management as “the money guys” and declared

that from then on, she would run the Magazine as she saw fit and that her way was going

to be the only way.  "From now on, the covers of this magazine will directly reflect my

vision of this magazine.  If it does not sell on the newsstand -- then we go down as the little

magazine that couldn't . . . I don't [want] people to think I am a controlling uber bitch -- like

oprah and martha.  Well guess what - I am going to be.  Because martha and oprah know
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what they are doing. And they don't compromise."

45. O’Donnell told Brewster that "if I have to go down, I'll take G+J down with

me, even if I have to spend every last cent I have," and her brother suggested that Brewster

and Spengler’s careers would be ruined if O’Donnell did not get her way.

46. O'Donnell continued her divisive onslaught, insisting that she had the

authority to exercise complete, day-to-day control over the Magazine's editorial staff;

attempting unilaterally to hire and fire staff, notwithstanding the clear terms of the parties’

agreements requiring joint approval for the hiring of senior editorial staff and the Editor-in-

Chief, and authorizing only G+J to fire staff; threatening to withhold cooperation and

cancel projects unless the Agreements were rewritten; declaring that a triumvirate

consisting of her brother, her publicist and a free-lance writer henceforth would “make

decisions for me” (even though the Agreements contained no provision for such delegation

of authority); reinforcing her change of demeanor with foul-mouthed tirades that began to

cause concern among staff, advertisers and agencies; and causing the cancellation of

important projects at critical publication deadlines unless G+J agreed to waive its

contractual rights.

47. For example, in furtherance of her efforts to impede publication of the

Magazine unless Toepfer were immediately fired, on July 19, 2002 O’Donnell cancelled an

interview with Cher she had agreed to do for the cover subject of the October issue,

claiming that there was not enough time to do the interview, although there were several

weeks left before the editorial close.

48. O’Donnell then scheduled a photo shoot and interview for the cover of the

October issue with Celine Dion, but immediately threatened to cancel it (leaving the
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Magazine with no cover photograph as the deadline approached)  unless G+J would agree

to a list of demands that included: the rehiring of a former art director; the right to fire

Toepfer; the right to veto hiring or firing of “all editorial staff”; the appointment of a liaison

board; an agreed “exit strategy” for O’Donnell to walk away from the Magazine at will

without liability; and other demands.

49. When G+J refused to agree to this list of demands, O’Donnell next

demanded as a condition of her cooperation that G+J waive its contractual veto right with

respect to all matters relating to the Dion article and cover.  Faced with O’Donnell’s

sudden cancellation of the Cher cover and the possibility of not having any cover for the

October issue if O’Donnell held the Dion interview and photo shoot hostage, G+J was

forced to waive its rights.

50. It only got worse. By mid-August, O'Donnell attempted to involve

outsiders, including her entourage, in Magazine editorial meetings and active decision-

making, and openly sought to intimidate and humiliate Toepfer and her senior staff, to

prevent Toepfer from exercising her duties as Editor-in-Chief, and to disrupt the work of

the editorial department. 

51. On September 2, 2002, knowing that Toepfer was on vacation, O'Donnell

arranged to be photographed by news media appearing at the Magazine's offices, scheduled

meetings with Magazine editors, and countermanded numerous assignments that

previously had been given by Toepfer.

52. Despite the unequivocal language of the Joint Venture Agreement providing

that O'Donnell must relinquish editorial control of the Magazine during the week prior to

the close of each issue, O'Donnell, during that week, attempted to cancel stories and to
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demand major changes to the November issue of the Magazine, including two articles she

previously had approved.

53. O'Donnell repeatedly made clear to G+J and to others that she would shut

down the Magazine and take G+J down with it, if she did not get her way.  On one such

occasion, July 16, 2002, O'Donnell told Brewster that she was resigning as Editorial

Director and withdrawing from any subsequent participation in the Magazine.  She

demanded that her name be removed from the Magazine and said she was prepared to hold

a press conference the next morning to announce her decision.  Brewster convinced her not

to act so rashly, and to continue to speak with him to resolve the situation and avoid such

drastic and destructive action. 

54. G+ J made numerous efforts in good faith to accommodate and appease

O’Donnell, and to vitiate her expressed concerns, by, among other things: (i) proposing

that written procedures be adopted to reaffirm O’Donnell’s authority to approve stories

and assignments, and be kept informed of the work of the editorial staff;  (ii) agreeing to

notify O’Donnell and an outside liaison she selected of all editorial assignments, stories and

decisions so that she could be totally informed of and express an opinion about every such

action; (iii) agreeing, in response to her threat to cancel the cover story photo and interview

for the October issue (leaving no cover story shortly before deadline), to waive its veto for

the cover, cover art, and cover story inside the Magazine; and (iv) agreeing, in response to

warnings from her associates that she might “walk” if not given her first choice of

photographs for the September issue, to accede to her choice even though the Editor-in-

Chief deemed that choice to be editorially inferior.

55. But while G+J attempted to find a resolution, O'Donnell continued her
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abusive behavior and demanded that she be given total control of the Magazine . . . or else. 

O'Donnell bluntly told Magazine staff members that she would bring down the Magazine

as a result of G+J’s refusal to meet her demands.  O’Donnell declared that “if I have to go

down, I’ll take G+J down with me, even if I have to spend every last cent I have,” and later

touted the fact that she was a “f***ing millionaire,” as if that status somehow would

exempt her from the rules of civility or from contractual obligations with which all other

persons are expected to comply.

56. O'Donnell also attempted to pressure G+J to capitulate to her demands by

disparaging G+J and the Magazine in the media.  This was not a new phenomenon, as

O’Donnell had previously proclaimed the Magazine to be “boring” (under Cavender’s

editorship) and had openly stated on her talk show that she liked Martha Stewart’s

magazine better.  But the attacks now became far more personal and malicious.

57. Disregarding the non-disparagement provision in the Joint Venture

Agreement, and abandoning any pretense of civility, O'Donnell, personally and through her

emissaries, orchestrated a campaign of misinformation, barraging newspapers, national

magazines and television reporters with a salvo of patently false or disingenuous

statements intended to camouflage her abusive conduct, disguise her senseless rage, foster

the illusion that she was being mistreated, and cast herself in the role of the aggrieved party.

 But to those who had observed or been the targets of O’Donnell’s tirades (or had

otherwise incurred her wrath), these revisionist efforts were pure theatre and just another

method by which O’Donnell sought to sabotage a venture that she lacked the authority to

completely control. 

58. O’Donnell’s very public assault on G+J continued, with even more venom,
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throughout the summer.  According to a report in the New York Post on August 29, 2002, 

O'Donnell told a television producer, "I told them [G+J management] they would have to

drain my blood before I let them win." 

59. G+J tried to break the impasse and save the Magazine (and the jobs of more

than 100 employees) by presenting to O’Donnell, at her specific request, various

alternative proposals, including: (i) selling the Magazine to O’Donnell while continuing to

provide infrastructure support; (ii) continuing to publish the Magazine if O’Donnell would

agree to absorb losses above those projected in the business plan; or (iii) working with

O’Donnell to identify a third party that would agree to assume G+J’s interest in the

Magazine.  O’Donnell rebuffed each and every proposal put forth by G+J and continued

to demand full control of all aspects of the Magazine without assuming any financial

liability.

60. In essence, O'Donnell ignored the provisions of the Joint Venture

Agreement pursuant to which she had agreed to use her good faith efforts to promote the

Magazine, and instead threatened to destroy the Magazine unless G+J agreed to give her

total control and otherwise alter the contractual terms to which the parties had agreed in

November 2000.

61. When O'Donnell realized that G+J was not willing to capitulate to all of her

demands (even though G+J had bent over backwards on numerous occasions to make her

happy), she decided to make good on her threats.  On September 18, 2002, O'Donnell

announced that she had quit the Magazine, withdrawn from the Agreements, and somehow

rescinded permission for G+J to use the trademark "ROSIE" to publish the Magazine. 

This was a material breach by defendants of the Joint Venture Agreement, which, by its
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terms, was to have continued indefinitely unless terminated for reasons not applicable here.

62. As an excuse for her unilateral and wholly unjustified abandonment of the

Magazine, O'Donnell falsely claimed that G+J breached the Joint Venture Agreement by

precluding her from acting as Editorial Director and by disparaging her.  This claim,

however, was a mere pretext for sabotage and for her material breaches of the Agreements

both prior to and by her withdrawal. 

63. In short, having decided in the summer of 2002 that she no longer wanted to

abide by the specific terms of the Agreements that had been painstakingly negotiated prior

to the launch of the Magazine, O'Donnell attempted to disrupt the timely production of

the Magazine, sought to exercise total control over the production, content and employees

of the Magazine, harassed and berated Magazine staff and management, and eventually

demanded that G+J either submit to her “non-negotiable” and often irrational demands or

else she would shut down the Magazine.  When her threats did not produce the results she

wanted, despite numerous options offered by G+J, O'Donnell simply walked away from

the Agreements, causing many people to lose their jobs and G+J to sustain tens of millions

of dollars in damages.  Her actions constituted a breach of contract and of her obligation of

good faith and fair dealing, and a breach of her fiduciary duties.

AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

64. Plaintiff repeats the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 63 as if fully set

forth herein.

65. Defendants have materially breached the terms of the Joint Venture

Agreement by unilaterally, and without cause, withdrawing from the joint venture and

terminating and abandoning the Magazine, purportedly withdrawing the Magazine's right
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to use the trademarks contributed to the joint venture by defendants, including the mark

"ROSIE", and refusing to allow the Magazine to continue being published under the name

Rosie.

66. O'Donnell materially breached the terms of the Joint Venture Agreement

even prior to her withdrawal by, among other things: attempting unilaterally to fire the

Editor-in-Chief of the Magazine and unilaterally rehire previously terminated Magazine

staff; attempting to exercise day-to-day control of the Magazine and full authority over the

Magazine and its staff in breach of the express provisions of the Joint Venture Agreement

which provide for G+J to have substantial rights concerning the same; using threats of non-

cooperation and cancellation of scheduled activities to coerce G+J into renegotiating the

terms of its agreements with defendants; publicly and repeatedly disparaging the Magazine

and its employees as part of an orchestrated media blitz premised largely on false or

grossly misleading statements; failing to use her best efforts to promote the Magazine; and

otherwise interfering with the timely and orderly production of the Magazine.

67. As a result of defendants' material breaches of contract, plaintiff has

suffered damages, including lost profits, expenses incurred in closing the Magazine,

including subscription liability, severance pay and benefits, rebates to advertisers, and

other costs, as well as attorneys' fees, in an amount not yet known, but likely to be in

excess of $100 million.

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

68. Plaintiff repeats the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 67 above as if fully

set forth herein.

69. Plaintiff and defendant Lucky Charms, on behalf of O'Donnell, entered into
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the Joint Venture Agreement by which they agreed that the Magazine business would be

operated as a joint venture. 

70. As plaintiff's partners and joint venturers, defendants stood in a position of

trust with respect to their dealings with plaintiff regarding the Magazine and at all times

owed plaintiff a fiduciary duty of loyalty and fair dealing.

71. Defendants repeatedly breached their fiduciary duties to plaintiff by failing

to deal with plaintiff in good faith and by continuing to refuse to remedy breaches of

contractual obligations and taking other actions intended to hinder, disrupt and ultimately

shut down the operations of the Magazine and the LLC.

72. By reason of the foregoing, plaintiff has suffered damages, including lost

profits, expenses incurred in closing the Magazine, including subscription liability,

severance pay and benefits, rebates to advertisers, and other costs, as well as attorneys'

fees, in an amount not yet known, but likely to be in excess of $100 million.

AS AND FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

73. Plaintiff repeats the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 72 as if fully set

forth herein.

74. By virtue of the agreements entered into between plaintiff and defendants,

defendants owed plaintiff the duty of good faith and fair dealing with respect to such

agreements and to the Magazine.

75. Defendants have breached their duty of good faith and fair dealing by taking

the actions alleged above, including the actions taken to interfere with the publication of the

Magazine and to coerce defendants into renegotiating the terms of the Agreements, at the

risk of the closing of the Magazine, and by publicly disparaging G+J and the Magazine in
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an attempt to force G+J to accede to defendants' demands and to punish G+J for failing to

do so.

76. By reason of the foregoing, plaintiff has suffered damages, including lost

profits, expenses incurred in closing the Magazine, including subscription liability,

severance pay and benefits, rebates to advertisers, and other costs, as well as attorneys'

fees, in an amount not yet known, but likely to be in excess of $100 million.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff demands judgment:

1. Awarding plaintiff damages on the First Cause of Action in an

amount not less than $100 million, together with the costs and disbursements of this action

and reasonable attorneys' fees;

2. Awarding plaintiff damages on the Second Cause of Action in an

amount not less than $100 million, together with the costs and disbursements of this action

and reasonable attorneys' fees;

3. Awarding plaintiff damages on the Third Cause of Action in an

amount not less than $100 million, together with the costs and disbursements of this action

and reasonable attorneys' fees; and

4. Awarding plaintiff such other and further relief as the Court

deems just and appropriate.
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